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1. Following are translations of two BECANTAR directives sent to all passport control points in Greece.

a. LANKEY, Meyer American Jew, gambler, criminal, other details unknown.

Attached hereto is a reproduced photograph of the above and we request that any entrance into Greece by Subject be immediately reported by wire; and that the local police officials be briefed in order to arrange a continuous surveillance for detection of suspicious contacts and activities.

He is a shady character having dealings and relations of every type with the underworld.

He is traveling with his wife, Helena, to Europe for an extended period of time. On 20 September 1962 they traveled by air from Switzerland to Athens, on 23 September from Athens to Istanbul, and on 25 September from Istanbul to Tel Aviv.

b. American citizen GUS, Alex born 1916, holder of passport No. 1569555 and FEINER, Susanne or FLEISCH, Diletta.

We request an immediate report by wire in the event that the above enter Greece between 22 December 1962 and the end of March 1963; and brief the local police officials for necessary surveillance of their contacts which should be reported to us.

They have planned a trip from America via Switzerland, Italy and Greece in order to visit distant relatives in Athens.

Upon their arrival it will be necessary to make a close search for the finding a large sum of money which they may be carrying on their persons or in their luggage.

According to information GUS goes about carrying a gun in the United States. He is considered to be dangerous and has suicidal tendencies.

2. The above directives were received covertly from THUNION/35 and are forwarded for your information and possible action. Perhaps OENONY and OMACID would be interested in these matters. BECANTAR's source of information on these people is not known.

3. For Athens: The Athens Station might deem it advisable to pass this information to the local OMACID representative.
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